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Editorial
Both the articles in this issue contain
material usually, or necessarily in the case
of the Brangwyns, shown at the Art
Gallery. It would, therefore, help to
redress the balance if the editorial dealt
mainly with the more peripatetic parts of
the collection which spend seasons in
Town and the rest of the time at their
country seat, Temple Newsam.
Two important pieces of silver have
been bought recently, both of which stand
on their own feet as desirable acquisitions
for any museum, but at the same time
have particular relevance to the Leeds
collection. In principle it is unwise to hold
preconceived ideas upon what should be
bought for a museum —
-especially when
the budget is limited---for in the pursuit of
a certain type of object with which to
fill a gap it is easy to miss something
really important that may not appear to
fit into any particular scheme of things.
Starting almost from scratch a few years
ago fine examples of English silver have
been bought as opportunity
presented
itself'solely on their merits as works of art.
Already a pattern is emerging, v e are
relatively strong in seventeenth-century
pieces, each of which enhances the next,
and of the neo-classical period we have
been able to acquire some quiet outstanding objects.
The silver-gilt vase of about 1670 (see
plate I) was sold last year from Harewood
House. It is unmarked suggesting that it
was commissioned by someone who turned
over to the silversmith either the necessary
weight of metal
nearly 80 ozs.— in coinage of the realni or in discarded plate.
Such a person would probably not have
worried much whether or not his possessions were assayerl b1 Goldsrniths'all
as he would not have anticipated selling
them. The vase is of unusual shape, and
size and the repousse v ork and chasing
of superb quality.
The other piece, the Doncaster Race
Cup of 1020 (used for the cover design) is
of very great interest in being taken direct-

ly from an engraving by G. B. Piranesi of
a Roman marble vase dug up at Hadrian's

Villa in 1769. The race cup, made by the
well-known partners Rebecca Emes and
Edward Barnard, represents the final phase
of the neo-classical movement
when
archaeological
specimens
were closely
studied and reproduced
as nearly as
possible in what was considered an appropriate medium. The result, as in this case,
can be surprisingly vigorous. Impressions
of the relevant Piranesi engravings have
been presented by Mr. David Udy from
whom the cup was bought and it, like the
Harewood vase, was the subject of a
Victoria and Albert Museum grant-inaid. It is gratifying to think that two
important periods of English silver, the
second half of the seventeenth century
and the late eighteenth century and early
nineteenth centuries, may now be studied
in considerable depth at I,eeds. Perhaps
some generous benefactor will one day
present the city with a fine collection of
Huguenot or rococo silver.
One of the most outstanding bequests
ever made to Temple Newsam and the
Art Gallery arrived recently. This was the
Frank Savery collection of early Chinese
pottery and porcelain. For many years
about a third of this collection, numbering
over 300 pieces in all, had been lent to
Temple Newsam and to interested visitors
its display in the Oak Corridor has become a familiar source of enjoyment. Now
that the fruits of Mr. Savery's connoisseurship are united under one roof Temple
Newsam will be an even more rewarding
place of pilgrimage. It is hoped that in
the next issue of the Calendar this superb
collection, including some fine English
furniture for which the donor also had an
eye, will be discussed in detail. In the
meantime a booklet on the early Chinese
wares now belonging to the city, will be
published: written by Dr. Sweetman it
draws heavily upon the late Mr. Savery's
treasures.
Since the last issue of the Calendar a pair

of portraits by the Italian born painter
Andrea Soldi have been bought with the
aid of the National Art-Collections Fund.
While these were intended specifically to
act as supporting cast for the Harewood
desk, there is a great deal more to them
than the somewhat inglorious quality of
being good furniture pictures. Apart from
the faces of the subjects, Mr. and Mrs.

Havers, which might kindly be described
as plain, there is a good deal of glamour
about their clothes and indeed the setting
in which the figures are placed.
At last, four years after the struggle
began, the future of the north lodges of
Temple Newsam park seems assured and
they are once again occupied. The story
of the campaign to save them from demolition is too long to re-tell, but the important
thing is that they are still there to perform their architectural function of introducing the house to visitors approaching
from Whitkirk. Built by the 7th Viscount
Irwin
who remodelled the Long Gallery
aiid did so much to improve the house and
park about 1740, they were probably
Fountain. Their
designed
by Andrew
north elevations, seen as a double composition with the gateway in the middle,
postieas great charm and therefore have
been carefully preserved. Inside, however,
complete re-planning has produced two
three-bedroomed houses with every mod.
con. What a tragedy it would have been
if the lodges had gone the way of most good
'out-of-date'uildings
in I.eeds. It is high
time that we realised that in terms of the
mid-twentieth
can
century preservation
be a much more creative activity then
preputting up utterly undistinguished
fabricated blocks of offices which our
successors are destined to weep over. With
a bit of good fortune, however, most of
them will have blown down before a full
indictment of our folly can be drawn up.
By way of postscript a summary of the
recent history of the Art Gallery goes like
this: in March Miss Strickland-Constable
came as Keeper in succession to John
Brads haw: the second Gregory Fellows
exhibition (the third if you include the
Memorial Exhibition to Peter Gregory
himself, held in 1960) was put on in the
Spring and resulted in two works by
Neville Boden and a painting by Denis
Creffield being acquired by the Leeds
Art Collections Fund: a large retrospective
exhibition
of the work of Zdzislaw
Ruszkowski is planned for October and,
finally, the National Gallery has agreed
to lend a fine selection of nine Italian and
two Dutch pictures which it is proposed
to put on show later in the year.
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Silver Gilt Vase
Ernrnarked.

English, circa

1870.

Weight 78 o s. 8 drots
Height 18'nches.
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Brangwyn and the Venice Murals
in the Sam Wilson collection
Shaw came to socialism through
a
belief that the working classes were so
insufferable that they ought to be abolislied. Brangwyn's preference for the company
of poor people makes him regret that
tramps are getting rarer in his old age. He
regretted too that he could no longer find
the dedicated servants of his father'
household, and perhaps rightly he blanied
socialism for the scarcity. For a time in his
youth he was associated with the Fabians
but never very closely, and the only remark of his later years which echoes this
association is a quotation from John Stuart
Mill in praise of "Liberty of tastes and
pursuits... of doing as we like... so long
as what we do does not harm our fellowcreatures, even though they should think
our conduct foolish, perverse or wrong...."
which taken in isolation leads in the
opposite direction from the restrictions in
individual liberty which socialism implies.
had a total aversion to
Brangwyn
authority, he despised experts and hated
"They were intellectual
intellectuals.
people. They opened their windows wide
in winter time and read Confucius at
breakfast. So I loafed about the docks."
He had a gruff disregard for critics, at any
rate later in his life when "those who used
to like my work are either dead or have
fallen for other things which to my mind
are nothing more than bloody abortions."
And he was equally scathing of the expertise of art historians. "What do you mean by
It's either a Corot or it
'attributed'?
isn'." Brangwyn thought there was too
much talk about art altogether, but this
did not prevent him giving William de
Belleroche sufficient material in conversations they had between 1934 and 1948
to fill two volumes of two hundred and
two hundred and fifty pages respectively.
It is principally from these volumes that
we have to deduce the attitudes which
inform the great bulk of his work produced
a quarter of a century before.

—

—

—

One thing it emerges
Brangwyn did
believe in was the dignity of labour.
Churchill once attempted unsuccessfully
to become a member of the
and Brangwyn,
in prosperity,
liked to see himself as a craftsman and
was always meticulous in the technical
aspects of his art. He once dismissed an
invitation to dinner: "You don't invite
your plumber, why ask me?" He looked
back with nostalgia to the days when a
bricklayer would take his family on Sundays to see the results of his week's labour.
According to Philip Macer Wright, if
'Art 1'r Art's sake'as for him an empty
phrase, he could believe in 'Work for
Work's sake'. "He holds that people
should be so thankful for work to do that
all they are entitled to demand in return
are the health and strength requisite for
its performance." My father reinembers
similar views expressed by prospective
when he was out of work
employers
during the depression and we are hardly
surprised to find that Brangwyn's biggest
patron is big business —not least Mr. Sam
Wilson ——or that a contemporary
critic
should write of his pictures of labour:
"They remind one of the activities of the
professional
strong man with weights
which are presently carried off the stage,
in a bundle, by a little boy in tights."
The four canvases Potters, Blacksviiths,
Excavators and Steeltoorkers were produced
by Brangwyn for the Venice International
Exhibition of 1905 where they won a gold
medal. The Exhibition authorities under
Professor Fradeletto, a member of the
Italian parliament for Venice had given a
free hand to each contributing country,
or rather to each group of artists representing it, in the selection and presentation
of exhibits. The committee appointed to
deal with the British section included
Alfred East, George Frampton and Walter
Crane, and Frank Brangwyn was commissioned to design the room to house it.
Bricklayers'nion

1. Brangtvyn

?he Woollen Industry
or The Spinners
Oil on canvas,
65 in.

by

213 in.

Commissioned by
Sam Wilson and
given to the Leeds
City Art Callery 1906.

The hope was that the exhibition ~ould
be more than the sum of its parts and not
simply the sort of art-work bazaar which
Victorian Royal Academy exhibitions so

often suggest. Nor was it an isolated attempt
in this direction. The Dusseldorf, Munich
and, above all, Vienna Secessions were
already famed for the care they gave to
presentations, and against a wider background still we may see the venture as
part of a widespread searching after a
unity of style which had been lost in the
Victorian Age.
The basis of Brangwyn's scheme was
the application to the walls of vertical
and horizontal mouldings breaking it up
into a series of rectangles designed to
accommodate in some instances only a
single picture, which is thus framed a
second time by the mouldings. Pictures
are hung only at eye level with a reasonable space between each and the mouldings were of simple rectangular section so
that the room must have looked very
chaste by Victorian standards. But the
total pattern which the mouldings produce
is quite complex and the elaborate symmetry of their design extends to the
of the seats and to the
arrangements
central sculpture pedestal too, with its
two benches at either end and surrounded
of
by four bay trees. The measurements
the furniture had clearly been related to
the articulation of the walls and the long
rectangular form of the room itself, but
this perhaps only increases the feeling that
Imperial with the
this is Edwardian
ornament scraped off. Compared with
contemporary hangs at the Vienna Secession the effect is certainly not austere,
nor did Brangwyn intend it to be so. "In
the arrangements of this room," he says,
have endeavoured to cause the person

"I

who enters it to feel the presence of a
quiet richness, a certain sense of harmony,
without being able for the moment to give
any reason for it."
The tension between the opposing
desires for display and reticence, simplicity
and pompous grandeur is part of the
whole Edwardian age, and certainly is
fundamental to Brangwyn's character. As
an example, he had a distaste for official
functions and found the private ceremony
which made him a Grand Officier of the
Order of Leopold somewhat comic, yet
he planned a pageant for the Wembley
Exhibition of 1924 on a truly supercolossal scale. These plans unfortunately
came to grief because the authorities
could not provide the thirty elephants he

archiEdwardian
Imperial
required.
tecture even at its most pompous embodies
of this double attitude. In
something
Brangwyn's paintings the Art Nouveau
curve, though still recognisable, takes on
a much more masculine character inviting
was a
the term 'baroque'.
Brangwyn
Belgian by birth and he saw himself as
the heir of the great Flemish realists and
1

2.

Branguyn
The Blacksmiths
Oil on canvas.

65 in.

by

81 in.

Painted for the
International Exhibi-

tion, Venice, 1903,
and given to the
Leeds City Art Gallery
by Sam Wilson, 1906.

3. Brangrvyn

The Rollink< Mill or
The Workers in Sleel
Oil on canvas,

65 in.

by

213 in.

Painted for the
International
Exhibilion, 1'enice, 190'3, and
<driven to the I.eeds Cily
Art gallery by Sam
Wil~on,

190(i.

particularly of Rubens, but Brangwyn's
baroque is as two-dimensional
as the
facade of Selfridge's. His pictures are
planned
round the same skeleton of
verticals and horizontals as the Venice
exhibition room. His use of light may give
a certain plastic quality to individual
forms
a head or an arm or a melon,
but beyond this we feel no depth. Orthogonal lines are eliminated almost com-

—

4.

Brangn<yn

The Polters
Oil on canr as,

65 in. by
Painlea'or

Hl

in.

lhe

Internalional Exhibilion, Venice, 1903.
and t,iven to the
Leeds City Art Gallery
by Sam Wilson, 1906.

pletely and even his fat juicy paint serves
only to rivet the eye more firmly to the
surface. Brangwyn believed that decorative painting must respect the flatness of
the wall surface, and this idea is developed
in terms of contemporary critical cant by
Furst in 'The Decorative Art of Frank

Brangwyn'.
The four canvases Brangwyn painted
for the Venice Exhibition were to go in the

centre of each wall and fairly high up,
balancing the thin line of pictures hung
at eye level. Between Brangwyn's canvases
and forming a continuous frieze with them
round the room were blue panels with
simple white spot patterns. These were
aligned at the top but the blue panels
were only half the depth of the canvases,
making a broken line at the bottom and
preparing the eye for the still more broken
line of the picture frames below.
The colour of the room generally was
subdued. The blue panels were said to
have "great depth of colour... as if one
were looking through open panels into
the vastness of a clear starlit night", but
otherwise woodwork was of "a warm
golden-buff", and the surface to take the
pictures was of "a grey-buff". The scheme
Brangwyn admitted modestly was "what
I believe to be the very best for the
purpose". It would "neither take away
from the subleties of tone, nor force into
prominence any particularly strong notes
of colour occurring in the works shown".
Arthur Sinclair Covey from whose article
in the 1905 Studio I have been quoting,
concluded his description: "He has filled
the room with a vibration of colour harmonies, as the skilled musician at an
organ floods the room with harmonious
volumes of sound". Speaking of Brangwyn's four decorative paintings he earlier
referred to "the changing rhythmic notes
of the anvil chorus", but when in a later
article in the Studio he reviewed the Venice
Exhibition with all the pictures hung we
find: "Frank Brangwyn shows but one
picture, Melons. This composition, with
its richness of colour and forceful decorative treatment, shows in a striking manner
with what great reserve his decorative
panels above are painted."
In 1907 Covey wrote a further article
in the Studio, this time on the newly
opened Brangwyn Room at Leeds. Sam
Wilson, having bought the four Brangwyn
panels from the Venice exhibition, had
commissioned a further panel to go with
them to the City Art Gallery. The room
which housed them, the West Room,
was designed to display Sam Wilson's
collection of younger British artistsStott, Orpen, Walton, Mark Fischer,

—

Priestman and Hornel among them and
hung in the same sparse fashion as the
Venice exhibition. A photograph
with
Covey's article shows that the panels did
not fit their new site so happily as the one
designed for them in Venice. We see the
new panel
appropriately of Spinners in
its site over the entrance. Unfortunately
the space available was not enough to
house a picture of the depth of the original
four and the new panel therefore has a
half-H shape with a small rectangular gap
at the bottom to admit the doorway (this
was later filled with the inscription 'Herein
lies beauty, wisdom and increase'hen the
panel was removed to the new Sam Wilson
room in 1925). Covey however was wild
with enthusiasm. "The City of I.eeds has
set an example in the matter of establishing an art museum which might well be
emulated by provincial cities in general.
Their committee seem to be far-seeing in
their selection of pictures, and if they
proceed in the manner they have been
following, o»e might if he paused to look
into a future generation, see a time when
Leeds might, on account of its art treasures
alone, attract thousands of visitors, just
as the little cities of Haarlem,
Padua,
Mantua and many other continental
places do today."
events have not so far
Subsequent
justified Covey's prediction, and we are
tempted to dismiss his words as just
another example of the blind optimism
of the Edwardians which is inseparable
from the horrors of the First World War
and the social upheavals which followed.
Brangwyn's pictures, whether of British
Imperial India or English wage slaves,
reflect this cruel optimism too. When
Covey writes of these panels, "they certainly seem to carry with them splendid suggestions of the strength and bigness... of
the nation from which they came," we see
this remark across the historical perspective of general strikes and hunger marches.
Such events, however,
are becoming
increasingly remote, and as they do it may
again prove possible for people to enjoy
the boisterous extrovert vitality of Brangwyn's paintings.

—

ERIC CAMERON

Calendar of
Notable Events
in Leeds

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
Open daily, including Sundays
10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m. (or dusk)
Wednesday (October to Aprill
10.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.
Paintings, furniture, ceramics and silver from the
permanent collection svill be on show during the
winter months.

CITY ART GALLERY
Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

gdzislato Rusrkourski
October 6 to November 6
A retrospective exhibition of paintings,
watercolours, aquatints, etc.

19th Century Architecture in Leeds
October 30 to November 7 (Lecture Room!
An exhibition organised by the School of
Architecture
Graphic Arts from Dortmund
November 10 to December 11
An exhibition of thirty-nine selected graphic art
works created by Dortmund artists.

Leeds Fine Arts Glub
November 26 to December 11
The annual exhibition of members'ork.

In Motion
December 31 to January 21
An exhibition organised by the Arts Council
illustrating the recent interest in movement
optical effects in art.

and

2"orkshire Artists'xhibition

February 26 to April 2

The biennial exhibition of works by artists born,
resident, or trained in Yorkshire. Entry forms
available from Temple Newsam House, Leeds 15.
Arts Council Film Show: December 5

(Lecture Room)

Exhibitions in other Yorkshire Galleries

European Arms and Armour (V. & A.)
Aubrey Beardsley (A.C.)
Works by students of the Bradford Regional
College of Art
Masterpieces of Victorian Photography (V. & A.)
National Fxhibition of Children's Art
(Sunday Mirror)

January 28 to February 25

HALIFAX

Halifax Schools Art Exhibition

October 22 to November 6

HARROGATE

NIidderdale

BRADFORD

Wallpapers

HUDDERSFIELD

HUI.I.
KEIGHLEY

(V. & A.)

Members'ork

—Huddersfield

Art Society

Henry Moore (A.C.)
Lace (Y.A.S.)

October 1 to December 24
October 8 to November 6
October 8 to November 6
November 12 to December 10
December 24 to January 15
January 21 to February 19

Works by Sir William Orpen, R.A. (A.E.B.)
Paintings by Jack Milroy and Sculpture by
Martin Grose
Twentieth Century Drawings (A.C.)
Posters of the 90's (V. 8- A.)

to November

(A.E.B.)

SHEFFIELD

[Mappin Gallery]:

October 29 to November 26
December 17 to February 4
October 22 to November
November 19 to January

Cambridge

SGARBOROUGH

November 14 to November 26
December 24 to January 15

Paintings by Ulrico Schettini
Victorian Popular Art (V. & A.)

Handicrafts from West Riding Secondary Schools
Japanese Colour Prints (V. & A.)
Contemporary Calligraphy (V. & A.)
Folk Life (Y.A.S.)
ROTHERHAM

19

October 29 to November 20
January 28 to February 19

Arts Club

Tiles (V. 8c A.)

to November 27
November 5 to November

Society of Painters and Sculptors

13
1

13

November 26 to December 24
December 31 to January 15
January 21 omvards
November 1 to November 30
December 10 to December 31

Sculpture (A.C.)
Danish Graphic Art (Danish Institute)

January

Seligman Collection of Oriental Art
Twenty Italian Sculptors (A.C.)
Open Art Exhibition 1966
Rembrandt Etchings (V. 8 A.)

to December
October 22 to November 12
November 19 to December 18
December 24 to January 15

Masterpieces of Victorian Photography

"Pop" Graphics (V. & A.)

(V. & A.)

November 19 to December 11
January 28 to February 19

SWARTHMORE

Paintings by Sybylle Dijouts
Paintings, prints and pottery by Centre tutors

November 14 to December 2
December 5 to December 16

YORE.

Pop Prints (A.C.)

November

(Leeds)

A.C.

= Arts

Council

5 to November

26

A.E.B. = Arts Exhibitions Bureau
V. 8; A. = Victoria & Albert Museum
Y.A.S. = Museums & Art Gallery Service for Yorkshire

The Wilson Chimneypiece
an allegory in bronze by
Alfred Gilbert

at Leeds

The date 1898 marks the end of the
triumphant decade during which Alfred
Gilbert (1854—1934), then in his late
forties, did most of his best work. Beginning
with the Eros fountain in Piccadilly Circus,
commissions had come to him faster than
he could execute them and from 1892
onwards he had been working on the
Clarence Tomb for Windsor. Due to
of his affairs, his circummismanagement
stances in another ten years were to suffer
a decline, but in 1898 the Clarence Tomb
was nearly finished and Queen Victoria
indicated her approval by formally placing
in position upon it, if only temporarily, a
statuette of St. George. Presumably based
from the sculptor, The
on information
Zimes gave an account of the monument
it is stated that Mr. Gilas a whole:
bert, who like so many genuine artists
sometimes allows his enthusiasm to outrun
his prudence, has found the work far more
costly than either he or his royal patrons
intended and that he doubts whether he
can ever undertake anything of the kind
again.... It would certainly be a lamentable thing if, in a country like this, where
wealth is so abundant and where artistic
genius is so rare, one of the leading men of
genius of our time, and one of the two
greatest English decorative sculptors of the
century should have to cease from producing great and important works because they
are found in practise to be too costly." The
other of the two was Alfred Stevens. "Let
7 he 7i mes continued,
us be thankful,"
"that there has come into being a new and
genuine art and that a happy inspiration
led the Prince of Wales to entrust the
memorial to his son to its highest and
greatest exponent, Mr. Gilbert." This was
not a momentary enthusiasm on the part
of 7he 7imes but the general view of
critics of sculpture of the period.

—

Ten years later, in November 1908,
Marion Spielmann
former editor of 7he
Magazine of Art and a loyal friend to
Gilbert through all his troubles —-received
a letter from Commander Francis Gilbert
who had just returned from Bruges where
his father was then living. He had found
in great spirits. During
him, he wrote,
the past month he has been able to progress through the kindly assistance and
lent him by a certain
encouragement
brother artist [Mark Senior of Leeds) who
hearing of his distress has been the means
of procuring for him two commissions of
a certain Mr. S. Wilson, I.p., of Leeds. He
has almost completed the one and very far
advanced the other...". The letter describes how Gilbert, until help arrived from
Mr. Wilson, had been practically without
food or clothes. Urged by his remaining
friends, he was at this time making an
attempt to rehabilitate himself in England
where Edward VII still awaited the completion of the Clarence Tomb.
As he repeatedly said of himself, Alfred
Gilbert had a mind above money. For
one who worked in precious and semiprecious metals this sometimes had disastrous consequences and while his output
was enormous, it could not keep pace with
his commitments;
and so he had arrived
at the state in which Mark Senior found
him: bankrupt, exiled and starving, and
facing charges which had even caused the
Royal Academy to ask him to justify his
professional conduct. Gilbert's friends did
all they could to help him, but directly
after his son's visit he threw in his hand
and resigned, not only from the Royal
Victorian Order and the Royal Academy,
but from all other honours to which he
had been elected. Only the Wilson commissions remained to him.
Sam Wilson is one of Gilbert's patrons

"...

"...
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2.

Tw.'o reclining

figures,

'The Dream of
here) ano'he
"Sleep of
foy'shown

the low-relief
the centre
Sorrow'lank

(Fig. 3) in

of the

1.

14'y

by Alfred
Gilbert (at his death
Sir Alfred Gilbert,

designerl

R.A., M.V.O.).

Formerly in the house
of Mr. S. Wilson, g.P
and now in the Ciyt
Art Gallerv, Leeds.

3.

Both allegorically and
as part of the overall
design, this lour-relief
takes a central position

in the chimnyepiece.

7$ in.

by

17 in.

chimneypiece.

Dimensions of
reclining figure

Bronze Chimneypiece,
height 11 ft. 6 in.,

't1'

19 in.

of whom it would be interesting to learn
more. He may have been the Mr. Wilson
who, according to H. F. W. Ganz, was

visiting Gilbert in Bruges in 1907 on his
way home from Rome. His correspondence
with the artists who worked for him and
were his friends was destroyed by his
executors. In the biography of Gilbert by
the
written
under
Isobel McAllister,
sculptor's close supervision, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson emerge as admirable and kindly
people, and much of the information
is
given there about the chimneypiece
extracted from Gilbert's letters to Mrs.

Wilson.
One of the two commissions was for the
'ornamentation
of a chimneypiece', the
other evidently a group described either
as 'The Call'r 'The Lure of the Sea'.
Ganz, in his essay 'Alfred Gilbert at His
Work', records that he had seen the plaster
model for this group in 1907, and that it
was purchased for Mr. Wilson by Mark
Senior in September 1908. It had still to
be finished and cast in bronze and is
illustrated in an article by Mrs. A. E.
Macklin in ?he Studio, Vol. 48, where she
bov half
describes its subject as a
afraid as he looks into the piece of seaweed he has picked up and in which he
beckoning him while
sees a mermaid
another stretches to place her lips on his
heart." When, therefore, Commander
Gilbert said in his letter that one of Mr.
Wilson's commissions was almost completed, he must have meant 'The Call of
the Sea'; and if the new work for the
chimneypiece was 'very far advanced'nly
two months after its inception, this was
wholly in accordance with Gilbert's way
of working day and night in his first
enthusiasm, only to delay indefinitely later
on, reworking and discarding because
unable to reach conclusions satisfactory
to himself.
Of the nature of the 'ornamentation of
are no reliable
a chimneypiece'here
records. Perhaps the two semi-recumbent
the
figures, the 'Sleep of Sorrow'nd
'Dream of Joy'Fig. 2), together with the
relief of Fig. 3 all of which are now to be
seen in the Leeds chimneypiece (Fig.
were in the first place intended to be
structure of
applied to a conventional

"...

—

I)—

marble or wood. Miss McAllister tells us
that Gilbert's work on a chimneypiece
was interrupted
by an absence from his
studio, that the 'thread of his thoughts'as
broken, and that later he undertook to
The
execute 'an entire chimneypiece'.
bronze structure we know today is stated
by Mr. Adrian Bury in The Shadow of Eros
to have been completed in 1912.
After Gilbert's death in 1934, models
were found in his studio which represented
his entire life's work. He had preserved
them through every crisis of debt and
poverty, hoping that they would be kept
together in a major museum. Where the
suris concerned,
Leeds chimneypiece
of the more
only models
prisingly,
structural parts of the decoration survive,
and none of the central relief or of the
'Sleep'r the 'Dream' another reason
for thinking that they may belong to an
earlier plan. Miss McAllister states that
in the chimneypiece Gilbert 'determined
to tell his history in a series of allegories'.
He had already talked in this way to
Joseph Hatton, who had recorded their
conversations in the Easter dumber of The
Art journal,
1903, which was entirely
devoted to Gilbert and his work. Mrs.
Macklin tells us that the same autobiographical theme was to have been employed in his Diploma work for the R.A., but
at the time of his election he had made only
a temporary presentation of a replica of
the Victory from the Queen Victoria at
Winchester; and since the Diploma work
after his
would have been abandoned
resignation, the ideas for it may simply
to the chimneyhave been transferred
piece. Obsessed with his past as Gilbert
appears to have been, he saw his own story
as a series of triumphs alternating with
cruel set-backs, a career which was symbolic of the trials of humanity. This interpretation is supported by a passage in
Ganz in which he attempts what is perhaps
a verbatim record of Gilbert's talk. The
result is not entirely coherant: "The artist
in question had never departed from a
of certain
motive illustrative
leading
connecting
a
runs
as
or
life
that
feelings
all he does. His works
link through
represent certain emotions of his life in
allegory... in the perennial warfare of
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Trials in plaster for

of the
chirnneypiece.
City Art Clattery,
details

Leeds.
Heights from left to

right:
18 in.,
8$ in.,

8se

in., 5 in.,

18,'n.

Phototjraph supplied
by the Victoria and
Albert Museutru

struggle for life there is the unceasing
conflict being waged against hunger and
thirst, sorrow and joy tsic] and the resulting conquests, successes or tragedies or
wreckages that are the mute witnesses of
the history of human suffering or heroism.
These themes are his principal subjects."
With these views and his belief that
sculpture and literature are, or should be,
'closely akin', Gilbert presented, in the
chimneypiece, a visual rhodomontade of
allegory expressing bitterness and destruction opposed to serene faith; thus a distorting glass and a dying love, accompanied by apes, skulls and reptiles, are all
countered by the mirror of truth and the
cock which crows in triumph over death
(Fig. 2). It was this literary approach
which the next generation, interested in
formal problems rather than in allegories,
found risible or repugnant and which has
had such a damaging effect on Gilbert's

reputation.
The cock on the skull, 'from which a
monarch's crown has slipped', had made a
previous appearance before its inclusion
in the 'dream of Joy'roup. Ganz noted
it in Gilbert's house when he was there in
1907, and a plaster version, exhibited
with many other models from the studio

at the Victoria and Albert Museum in
1936, was stated in the catalogue to have
been based on a design by Durer. A cock
perched on a helmet and another on a
shield can be found in Diirer's work, but
if ever he depicted a skull, it has eluded
me. Nor is the reference to Durer especially
convincing since direct imitation of this
kind is unlike Gilbert. He was too imaginative to have need of other men's symbols,
and while he constantly repeated his own,
this was because for him they held an

enduring

validity.

—
—

Elaborate as they are, the detailed parts
of the chimneypiece
the
specifically
'Sleep'nd the 'Dream', and the caryatid
derive a unity from
groups of the supports
their brilliant modelling which Gilbert,
for all his plastic genius, is unable to
achieve in the work as a whole because
some of the problems are architectural
rather than sculptural. In tackling the
three major arts together, Gilbert defied
those who failed to understand him. In a
letter to Mrs. Wilson he complained that
he had been harshly criticised even in his
own profession of sculpture, and he saw
no harm in risking lurther criticism in the
spheres of painting
and architecture:
my inefficiency is no bar to my calling

"...

attempts...".

The harsh
criticism had actually been directed more
against his business methods than his
sculpture, but this fact he ignored. Moreover the 'attempts'efer
specifically to
painting, of which he had considerable
knowledge. But of architectural design he
had no understanding
at all, and this
and in
accounts, in the chimneypiece
several other major works, for the curious
proportions and incessant repetitions of
and vertical
closely spaced horizontal
lines encrusted but not integrated with
elaborate grotesques in high relief. The
Art Nouveau element in Gilbert's style
has diminished since the previous decade
and is apparent, in the chimneypiece,
chiefly in details which derive from earlier
work. In the panel immediately above the
recess for the fire, the strangely helmeted
heads of girls and young children nestling
together are repeated from the 'RoseWater Ewer'ade in 1897 for the Duke
of York, while the abstract forms on either
side of it, which reappear in the fire-back
below, had appeared in at least four earlier
monuments, notably the screen in WhipChurch, again of 1897. The
pingham
supporting columns on either side of the
portrait in the chimneypiece are thought
out not as integrated units, but as separate
drums placed one above the other, as is
evident from the models (Fig. 4). It can
be seen that elements from both the
largest plaster models were eventually
united in the chimneypiece, but in the
models the winged figures are not yet in
position. A similar grouping of alternating
female herms and death'-heads
appears
in the elaborate pedestal of a silver Victory
presented by the sculptor to his namesake,
Walter Gilbert.
Gilbert was one of the first late-Victorian
sculptors to obtain his eff'ects by varying
his materials. Although in the chimneypiece he intended nothing so elaborate as
the Clarence Tomb with its gold, silver
and aluminium, and enamels on a bronze
basis, he again aimed at some degree of
polychromy, and in the upper and lower
caryatid groups the bronze is varied in
tone by a process of 'artificial oxidisation'.
Although Gilbert stated in a letter to Mrs.
Wilson that the central panel was to be
in making

touches of
'grey with two infinitesimal
gold', the panel was in fact constructed of
bronze, although its colour is now rather
darker than that of the bronze elsewhere.
The painting above survives as he described it, 'flesh-colour, gold, grey and
green'; and in it the subject of the
allegory changes from the sculptor's own
history to the marriage of his patrons.
'That richly adorned head,'ilbert
writes, 'looks from a dark background
over a balance upon which two statuettes
represent the same figure of Anteros, reflective and mature love, as opposed to
Cupid, the frivolous tyrant. The one is of
gold, the other of lead... for better for
worse for richer
for poorer —-till death
us do part. I leave you awhile,'e ends,
'to unravel
for yourself any further
meaning that may suggest itself'. While
he might allow the beholder to make his
own interpretation,
to Gilbert himself
certain of his symbols had great and permanent significance. They appear early
in his career and are developed over the
years. In particular the winged figures of
the male Love and the female Victory or
Peace, nearly the same thing in that complacent imperialist age, recur constantly.
Their invocation as champions of humanity
was not new, but Gilbert gives them new
forms, to be imitated by nearly every
Academic sculptor in England for the next
thirty years, and by the followers of the
Arts and Crafts movement. In contrast to
the neo-classic types, the wings of Gilbert's
figures are not only naturalistically treated
but are large enough to bear them aloft
and are feathered like those of real birds;
they are raised as though beating the air,
or softly folded round the body (Fig. 5).
The Eros of Piccadilly Circus, while
hardly a 'frivolous tyrant'tood for the
general benevolence of the philanthropic
Lord Shaftesbury, whose monument it is.
The term Anteros was first applied by
Gilbert in 1903 to the putto at the foot of
the Clarence effigy which mourns the
intended marriage of the Duke; but as a
figure, the Anteros of the chimneypiece
goes much further back and, reduced to a
height of two centimetres is part of the
tribute held by the young girl in the
'Oft'ering to Hymen'hich was exhibited

—
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at the Grosvenor Gallery in 1886. In a
of an unfinished group of
photograph
about the same date the miniature figure
is held as a talisman hy a knight who
wrests a pearl away from a mermaid;
mermaids are frequent in Gilbert's mythology, and, as in 'The Call of the Sea',
represent temptation and seduction. Again
in bronze, the small Anteros adorns the
breastplate of the aluminium st.atuette of
St. George mentioned at the beginning of
this article, now in Sandringham Church
(Fig. 6), but is omitted in the final version
at Windsor. A silver statuette enlarged to
the same size and identical in detail with
the bronze Anteros of the chimneypiece
(Fig. 5) must, according to its inscription,
date from after 1892, when Gilbert became
an R.A. Almost certainly commissioned,
on the evidence ot his family, by the third
Marquess of Sligo, it must have been made
before 1896 since that was the year in
which he died. Plaster models of both
versions, without wings, were among the
studio collection. Halfway in size between
the two are rather rough representations of
the same motif on the corners of the
funerary casket in a monument to Dr. and
Mrs. Macloghlin at the Royal College of
Surgeons. On the casket lie two winged
children alseep in each other's arms. It is
inscribed 'Alfred Gilbert.
mysteriously
Unfinished for a symbol. March 1908'.
The Macloghlin Memorial is close to
the chimneypiece in date and in subject
St. C'eorge, Alwninium, bronze and iiory. Height 184 in.
Sandringhani Parish Church. Re/iroduced by gracious
/ierinission of H.M. The Queen.
l he small winged figure (height 2 cm.) here seen on the
breastplate of St. george (of 1896) was enlarged to the
scale of'he statuette (3se in.), seen in Fig. 5. Variants
on the statuette repeatedly ap/iear on the chimneypiece,
u here they represent Anteros.

~)1'.',„j

p

5.

.-1 statuette in white metal. Height 3se in. from metal
(
base to loli of hiad'). Made for the Marquess of Sligo,
/iresumably before 1896. Prioate collection.
See caption, Fig. 6.
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matter. The recently widowed
Mrs.
Macloghlin had wished to commemorate
her marriage and since this subject was
apparently uppermost in Gilbert's mind
after working for her, he proceeded, in the
chimneypiece, to illustrate also the marriages of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and of
himself,
his wife having
returned
to
England and left him alone in Bruges. In
the central panel of the chimneypiece the
low relief (Fig. 3) in which clay is
handled almost as though it were paintis related also in technique to the Macloghlin monument. Here the Anteros is
recognisable in the guardian figures of the
bed, one of which is being tom away by a
malevolent being; but in the upper part,

devoted to the Wilsons, the Anteros
stands, like the cock, triumphant above the
deathshead.
For Gilbert the whole conception of
Eros and Anteros
ego and alter-egohad particular application to himself and,
conscious of the extreme contrasts in his
he wished
Miss
own
temperament,
McAllister to base her biography of him
on this theme, but she found it impossible.
Traditionally
Eros and Anteros were
brothers born of Venus. Anteros, the
younger, represented reciprocal love comand enhancing his brother
plementing
and they were rivals in merit and in
strength. The Greek legend changed with
time and the concept of sacred and profane
love appeared, neoplatonic literature supplying a variation according to which the
two were of different parentage
and
Eros deentirely opposed in nature
structive and uncontrollable and Anteros
constructive and contemplative. Whatever
Gilbert's source was, he reworked the
legend to suit himself and his time, inclining to the later version. At the turn of the
century it was not usual in the visual arts
to refer so specifically to the circumstances
of one's patrons, however blameless, and
the uncontrollable 'frivolous tyrant'ad
no place in such symbolism; but Gilbert
as we know was deeply aware of the duality
in human nature and in the world, and no
allegory of his would have been complete
without its contrasts. The respectable
Anteros had to represent both black and
white.

—

—

That his chimneypiece was finished at
all reflects great credit on Sam Wilson,
who evidently managed Gilbert better
than many of his grander patrons, and
who may well have had Gilbert's gratitude
for help at one of the worst crises of his life.
The I.eeds chimneypiece, made up of a
series of separately conceived details, is
not distinguished for its coherance as an
architectural
design, yet it remains a
monument
to Gilbert's superb skill in
modelling. Sir William Goscombe John,
R.A., a follower and near-contemporary,
was concerned with the disposal of Gilbert's
models after his death. In one of his letters
to Sir Eric Maclagan (preserved at the
Victoria and Albert Museum) he remarked: "The works are a revelation of genius,
and place Gilbert among the greatest
artists of the Renaissance as a designer".
In a subsequent letter he felt he had to
qualify this judgement, but several of his
observations
are sufficiently
acute to
warrant a place in any serious assessment
of Gilbert's work and apply most aptly to
the Leeds chimneypiece: "Rarely do we
find in the history of Art more clear
evidence of the working of the artist'
mind and of a wayward imagination than
in these incomplete sketches and small wax
models. Gilbert expressed himself fully in
his small wax designs but v» as usually
impatient and often unfortunate in the
final carrying
I know of no other
sculptor whose works have the same
characteristics. Gilbert found 'pure sculpture'oo slow and restricted for his rather
I'his attitude of
baroque imagination.
mind grew upon him so that he eventually
lost himself in an imaginative maze, but
his work stands alone in our National Art."

out....
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